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ABSTRACT

A generalisation of the chiral effective lagrangian of order p2 is obtained which de-
scribes interaction between singlet pseudoscalar states and octet of the lightest pseu-
doscalar states ;r,A',r/. The singlet states were the lowest quarkic state, its excitation,
and the lowest gluonic state. The QCD renormalization group for the composite oper-
ators generating the singlet states, and some other QCD-inspired conditions have been
taken into consideration. The way is found, which allows one to separate unambiguously
the contributions of the lowest gluonic state and the singlet excited state. Besides, an
additional condition is found which restricts the singlet-state contributions. The mixing
picture of the singlet states is considered. The problem of the radiative decays of the
singlet mesons is discussed.
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1 Introduction
The problem of description of glueballs is one of the long-standing but unsolved prob-
lems in QCD. The reason, which is usually indicated, is the unknown nature of the color
confinement. Another reason, which maybe is not such fundamental, but, practically, ex-
tremely important, is lack of clear understanding how to separate in a model-independent
way the gluonic contributions from singlet quark ones. The latter problem seems to be
most interesting in pseudoscalar (PS) channel. Since 't Hooft and Witten works [1, 2]
it has become clear that »/'-meson contains significant gluonic contribution, although it
comes from the next-to-leading order in the large Nc. Analogously, one may expect the
noticeable quark contribution in the PS glueball wave function.

In fact, the situation is proved to be more complicated in view of the mixing due
to the ultraviolet (UV) renormalization between the quarkic and gluonic composite op-
erators, generating );'-meson and PS glueball [3]. The mixing indicates that the quark
contribution in the PS glueball wave function comes not only from the sea, but also it
has the valence origin. However, the dependence on the UV renormalization scale put a
question on the meaning of the very term 'valevce contents' applied to singlet mesons.

The problem has been stated more than a decade ago. However, then there was no
further development of the problem until beginning 1990-th when the rencrmalization-
group (RG) generalisation of the well-known PCAC formula for IT" -»• 77 to 77' —> 77 has
been proposed [4, 5]. Soon after, a PCAC-like model for the RG invariant description
of n'-meson and PS glueball has been suggested [6]. The idea was to extract the 'true'
quarkic and gluonic operators from the initial quarkic and gluonic composite operators,
determined in QCD. The extracted operators should be RG invariant and, therefore, not
mixing. However, in the limit of the large Nc they must coincide with the initial quarkic
and gluonic composite operators.2

Unfortunately, the above model was not too useful for the regular description of
interactions of the singlet mesons with other states. Therefore, it is important to obtain
the similar results in a more complete approach. Apparently, the most advanced one
is the approach of the chiral effective lagrangian [7]. If considered in the framework of
the chiral perturbation theory [8, 9] it permits to describe in a model-independent way
not only the lightest pseudoscalar states ;r,/i',n, but, also, some extra heavier states [10].
In particular, it permits to include the j/'-meson, its excitation, and the PS glueball.
The interpolating fields for them may be introduced like the matter fields in non-linear
<7-model[ll].

Of course, involving singlet states one has no longer strong chiral-symmetry restric-
tion of their interactions with other states [10]. The only restriction retained in this case
is one for the »j'-meson, which is conditioned by its U(l),4 transformation property [2, 9].
The »/'-excitation and the PS glueball remain completely chiral-invariant. So, the chiral
symmetry gives nothing to restrict their contributions in the chiral effective lagrangian.
The present paper, nevertheless, suggests the way to do that. At first, one can ex-
ploit the QCD renormalization group for the composite operators generating the singlet

2In the limit of the large Nc quarks make no contributions into the gluonic states.
The quark-gluon mixing due to UV renormalization disappears in this limit.



states. Actually, it manifests itself as the condition affecting the external fields only, but
not the interpolating fields [12]. Thus, the problem of the RG invariant description of
the singlet states, which looks too severe in the exact QCD, has rather trivial solution
in the chiral effective theory. The problem, however, arises to identify the singlet-states
interpolating fields (except ^'), because it is unknown whether an extra singlet state
is a gluonic one in its origin, or an excitation over i/. To solve this problem we shall
attract the self-consistency condition, which follows the correspondence rule between
the chiral effective theory and QCD. This rule has rather the dynamical origin and is
valid in the low-energy approximation. The self-consistency condition allows one to find
additional restriction of the contribution of the (/-meson and, what is most important,
to distinguish and to restrict the contributions of the PS glucball and the excited state.

The structure of the present paper is the follows. Next section discusses the general
symmetrical conditions, which follow the chiral symmetry and the renormalization-group
symmetry in QCD. In the most part, these conditions are well-known and the next
section, in that case, collects only the necessary notations and formulae. Section 3
discusses the generalisation of the chiral effective lagrangian, which involves the singlet
interpolating fields and satisfies the above symmetrical conditions. Section '1 proposes
the self-consistency condition and discusses its consequences, which manifest themselvos
in the structure of the lagrangian. The phenomenological consequences, which follow
the final form of the lagrangian, are considered in sections 5 and 6. Section 7 outlines
the results.

2 General symmetrical conditions
The most consistent way to introduce the chiral effective lagrangian is through the
generalisation functional of QCD [8, 9]. This method permits to observe completely
connection between the chiral effective theory and the underlying theory (QCD). Ac-
cording to the approach, the generalisation functional in the framework of the functional
integral may be represented in next two equivalent forms:

= fv[U...) e
; / ^.//(

Here in the first line CQCD is the lagrangian of QCD describing the quarks and gluons,
V, A, S, P, & are the sources for composite operators generating the lightest PS states,
and their chiral partners (the notations are obvious),

CQCD = C°QCD + 97J. (2)

a=O,l,..£

Without the sources S = diag(mu, md. m,), P = V = J4 = 0 =

The second equality in (1) involves the lagrangian of the effective theory, describing
the octet of the lightest PS states of the Goldstone nature, and some heavier states if
they are not integrated out. The interpolating fields for the octet of the lightest states
are accumulated in the special unitary 3 x 3 matrix U. Usually, it is represented in the
exponential parameterization,

U = exp (i £ AY/?).
\ a=l,...8 /

(3)

Here JJ° are the interpolating fields, F is the universal decay constant.
In general case £e / / is the unknown functional. However, in the framework of the

chiral perturbation theory it can be represented as an expansion in the derivatives of
fields. The explicit form of each order of the expansion is established according to the
symmetrical conditions imposed by QCD. The most important conditions follows the
chiral symmetry U(3)txU(3)«. It requires that the chiral effective lagrangian must be
a sum of an invariant part and the Wess-Zumino-Witten term, which transforms rather
nontrivially under the chiral group. Under subgroup SU(3)IXSU(3)R matrix U and the
external fields transform like

U

M

(4)

(5)
M =S + iP

Under subgroup U(1)LXU(1)/J matrix U is invariant, whereas sources /,„, /?„ and M
transform by (5), as well. Besides, 0 transforms through the additive shift,

0 (6)

where u° = (OJ% — u;£)/2 is the parameter of the V(1)A chiral rotation. Condition (6)
compensates the effect of the rotation of 0-vacuum in QCD.

The second kind of the symmetry is the renormalization-group one. In essence, it has
not been exploited before, since it was not enough clear how to renormalize completely
a theory involving the composite operators. The main difficulty was the problem to
renormanze Green functions involving more then one composite operator. Recent work
[13] (see, also, references therein) elaborates the classification of counterterms a:nd finds
that the regularized action of the theory should be extended to include all possible
terms (gauge invariant, Lorentz scalars of dimension 4) formed from a single composite
operator and an arbitrary number of sources and divergences. It was crucial f;hat the
unit operator 1 should be included into the basis of composite operators, since the
renormalized action must include terms involving sources only.

Ref. [13] shows that the generalisation functional of the renormalized theory should
be RG invariant if it was written in terms of the renormalized sources. In fact, the similar
property was well-known in case of a theory involving elementary fields only. Ref. [13]



has generalised the result. In case of QCD, the ronormalized sources are determined as
follows:

S" = Zm J R,

y ; = vv°R, ( o = l , . ..8)

Here index R indicates the renormalized sources, Zm and Z are the renormalization
constants. (In (7) some mass-independent renormalization scheme is implied. Constant
Z was first calculated in [3]. The renormalization of the coupling constant and the ele-
mentary quark and gluon fields must be performed, as well, but we disregard it. here.) In
addition to (7), there is the formula for the non-linear ronormalization of the auxiliary
source for the unit operator [13]. (We shall discuss it somewhat latter.) Notice, the
renormalization of the singlet axial source A° leads to the mixing between the renormal-
ized operators of the divergence of axial singlet quark current, J°5 = 97M7s(A°/2)«j, and
the density of the topological charge Q (the scale-dependent mixing [3]). In accordance
with (2) and (7), they look like

[d"J%]R = Z 0"J°T>, [Q]H = Q - (1 - Z) 0"J%. IS)

The renormalization of the auxiliary source for the unit operator involves all sources of
the initial lagrangian (2), collected in chiral-invariant terms of the normal dimension I.
In general case, they lead to the scale-dependent mixing, too. However, since they have
the chiral dimension 4 or higher [8, 9], all these terms may be disregarded, if the theory
is going to be considered at order p2 in the chiral expansion. Thus, the only important,
which must be collected to determine the chiral effective lagrangian Ctll at order p2. i«
the requirement, that CCJJ must be RG invariant, provided that the external fields are
renormalized following the rules (7).

3 Singlet fields in the chiral effective lagrangian
To determine the generalisation of the chiral effective lagrangian of order p2, which
involves the singlet interpolating fields and satisfies above symmetrical conditions, let
us consider, as a starting point, well-known case [9] when only the octet of the lightest
PS states has been involved. Then, at leading order p2 the lagrangian is described by
nonlinear <r-model with the external fields switched on,

VM = dJJ - iLMU + iUR,,, \ = 2B(S + iP) e

(9)
t A ° e

Here the tildes mean that !„ and /!„ are defined without contributions of the singlet
fields L0, and fl0, (i.e. Zj = fl£ = 0). So, VJJ transforms like U, which is invariant
under U(l) txU(l)H. The left and the right singlet external fields LJ and Rj are both
collected in the additional contact term with the constant H, which is associated with

the low-energy asymptotic of propagator of the axial singlet quark current, or density of
the topological charge Q. Parameter F in (9) stands for the universal decay constant for
the octet of mesons. B is connected with condensate of quarks. The above description
of the constants follows the property that in the leading order of the chiral expansion
quantum loops do not contribute into the effective theory. Therefore, in the approach
the generating functional (1) is representablc as

W(V,A,S, P,0) = JdAxCetl(U; V, A,S, />,©), (10)

where U is the solution to the classical equations of motion in the presence of the external
fields. Owing to this property the Green functions in QCD may be evaluated directly
in terms of the effective theory considered in the ladder approximation.

The QCD-inspired RG in case of (9) de%'clops as requirement for matrix U and
constant F to be RG invariant and constants B and // to transform like

H = Z-7
(11)

The properties (11) and the RG invarianceof F may be verified directly in QCD, keeping
in mind the above description of the constants. So, the RG invariance is realised in this
case as the trivial condition for the interpolating fields 77°, a = 1,... 8 to be RG invariant.

A generalisation that involves singlet PS fields may be obtained through insertion of
invariant potentials instead of the constants in lagrangian (9), and adding the kinetic
terms. Previously, such procedure [9] was performed without taking into consideration
the QCD renormalization group in the singlet channel. However, since it. is an exact
symmetry of the theory, it must be necessary observed.

At first, let us consider the principal case when alone the lowest singlet quarkic state
J;° is involved. The exceptional property of the interpolating field for this very state,
which permits to identify it unambiguously, is the transformation on a shift only under
action of the full chiral group [2]:

r,o_>r;o + Fowo ( 1 2 )

Here a;0 is the parameter of U(l),i rotation. (Thus, JJ° + F°0 is completely chiral-
invariant.) The quantity F° in (12) is a new parameter of dimension of mass, connected
with the normalization of rf. Usually, it is assumed that with ^"-normalization chosen
to be canonical, F° may be described as a decay constant, which appears as a fac-
tor in representation oft;0 in terms of the divergence of the axial singlet quark current
J°s = 97^75(A°/2)q (by analogy with PCAC). However, in view of (8), J% does not
RG invariant. Moreover, it contributes into the renormalization rule for the compos-
ite operator of another (gluonic) nature. So, the assumption cannot be combined with
the condition that tf must be RG invariant quarkic interpolating field. Besides, the
divergence of J*5 cannot reproduce the transformation property (12), since J"s is the
complete singlet.

Another way to represent 77° in terms of QCD variables is to attribute it to the singlet
PS quark current J£ = iq~is(\°/2)q. Then, it becomes possible to determine >;° to be
RG invariant and satisfying condition (12). Indeed, performing in J | the U(l)/t chiral



rotation of the quark elementary fields, q
one gets

• cxp(i-)$u;2\0/2)q, q -* qcxp[i'iSuj°X0/2),

2- . (13)
o

Here [<j(j] is the operator of the scalar quark density, and in the second part of thr
formula [qq] was replaced by its v.c.v. value (<f(ii>0=<(W>l)=<ss>0). Assuming

J° = < 0 | J 5 V > i}° (M)

where rf and |7/K > stand for some heavier states in the channel and dots means multi-
particle contributions, one can immediately obtain the property (12) from the formulae
(13) and (1-1). Moreover, one can obtain, also, the exact, expression for the constant F°
in terms of the QCD-defined variables:3

F° = < "" >„
<o|j5v>'

(15)

The property of the RG invariance of F° follows straightforwardly from the exact ex-
pression (15) and the property that [qq] and J° are both renormalized without, mixing
and with the one and the same renormalization constant (see (7)).

Knowing unambiguously the meaning of F°, wo are able to represent the general-
isation of the chiral effective lagrangian Ctjj. Its basic properties are the follows: it
must be chiral-invariant including the transformation property (12), RG invariant, and
constant F° must admit the QCD-like representation (15). Following the main idea of
[9] we present Ctjj in some different from in order to satisfy the whole above conditions.
At order up to and including p2 of the chiral expansion its general is the follows structure

£ = £'0) + £(mo") (16)

The first term in (16) stands for the lagrangian involving rf alone, without the octet-
fields contributions. Its explicit form is

H0 ° v e + 5

Here

are the invariant derivatives. The multiplier h in (IS) is a dimensional parameter, equat-
ing the dimensions of both derivatives. Parameters Ho and He in (17) are dimensionless
constants (further, we shall put Ho = 1, assuming Ho to be absorbed in favour of h).
JCJU, in (17) describes the self-interaction of rf and its quartic and higher order inter-
action with the external fields. In general case £,-°j is an arbitrary functional on rf,

3The similar formula for F° has been obtained before in [5] through rather complicated
consideration in the framework of the Zumino effective action.

V^rf aH TJj. Notice, we assume here that, except 5° and P°, any singlet fields and
their df'iv^ives (i.e. the rf, 0 and /1° and their derivatives) are all characterised by
the chioil dimension zero.4 So, the singlet-field lagrangian £(0) belong to order p° in the
chiral expansion.

The second and the third terms in (16) describe the kinetic and the mass terms for
the octet fields located in the matrix U. Both these terms are of order p2 and they have
the following explicit forms

£<*"•> = u, tr(V^(/V"t?'), (19)
£(««•) _ I/2/?F2tr(A/i>jS t + A/ti'2S), (20)

wherr- M = S + iP. Note, the whole dependence on the current quark masses is collected
in the term £lma"l. Matrix £ in ('20) describes nonet, of the PS mesons as a whole.

S = (21)

Notice, owing to (12), matrix £ transforms like M under the action of the full chiral
group. The quantities i;, and v2 in (19), (20) stand for the invariant functions which
depend on only the invariant variables (jf + F°0), V,,?;0 and V,,0, as well as C\°].
Function t>i must be real and even, uj may be complex and v^a) = u2(—a). Previously
[9]) ui,2 were considered as the potentials describing the dependence on (;/" + F°Q)
alone. In what follows, we shall reserve for t'it2 the same term 'potential', taking in
mind, however, that vlt2 may well depend on the invariant derivatives V,,rf and VM0.

The essential property of the lagrangian (16) is that its whole dependence on the
singlet external field Af, is concentrated in V,,0. Then, due to (7) the RG invariance of
Ccji will be observed if the parameter h is renormalized like

h = Z- ' (22)

Owing to (22) the invariant derivative VM0 becomes not only the chiral-invariant, but
also the RG invariant. Actually, the renormalization rule (22) follows from the feet that
parameter h has a meaning of the decay constant for the singlet axial quark current.
The simplest way to verify it is to search the latter in the chiral effective theory (in
what follows, we shall imply Ctjj to be an action if it will appear under the sign of the
variational derivative):

7° = . • (23)

4In this point we drastically diverges with [9], where any derivative was considered
as raising the chiral dimension on one unit, and the singlet field A^ to be of the chiral
dimension 1. Actually, Ref. [9] proofed this statement for the octet-fields only, but not
for the singlet ones, since rf has non-vanishing mass Af0 of the chiral dimension zero.
Due to this very property and in view of the equation of motion, the derivatives of rf
are not vanishing in the chiral limit, so they have the same chiral dimension. The singlet
external fields 0 and /tj| must be considered to be of the zero chiral dimension, in order
to avoid the discrepancy between the chiral counting and the chiral symmetry.

8



Here the first equality is the definition of the current, the second one represents it in
terms of the invariant variables, and the third one presents its decomposition in the
powers of the interpolating fields (the dots stands for multiparticle contribution and for
some inessential external field contributions). It is the straightforward consequence of
(23) that h is really the decay constant of the singlet, axial quark current.

It will be interesting to compare (23) with the similar expression for the Noether
current for the U(l).4 chiral rotation. In accordance with (12) and general definition it

It is clear from (24) that F° plays the similar role as h in (23), but just in the Norther
current.

Ono certain property of the Noether current (24) should be specially discussed. It.
is that, unlike QCD, the Noether current in the effective theory is not conserved. This
property follows immediately the equation of motion for »;° and the explicit expression
(24): d"$% = F°d£cij/d>f ^ 0. This fact stays in accord with the property that. U(l),i
symmetry is not exact one in QCD, because of non-invariance of 0-vacuum [1]. In this
connection, it is important to examine the ghionic current in the effective theory, which
is the analogue of the density of the topological charge in QCD,

dpa
occa

"av,.©'
(25)

Here the first term in r.h.s. disappears on the equation of motion. The rest ones repro-
duce well-known anomalous axial Ward identity in the singlet channel. Simultaneously,
the RG-transformation (8) is reproduced, as well. However, there is an essential dif-
ference between the Q in QCD and Q in the effective theory. It is that Q does not a
divergence of an axial current, whereas Q does. The reason of the difference connects
with the fact that the effective theory describes the observable degrees of freedom only,
and docs not know about the topological structure of the vacua in QCD beyond that
which has been already involved into the low-energy constants.

Besides, there is another difference between Q and Q, which, however, not such
drastic, because one can avoid it. It is that Q with the external fields switched off, has
wrong behavior at large Nc, when r/° alone has been involved as an extra singlet state.
To display this fact let us, again, consider the power-decomposition,

Q = hAf2(r1
0 + F0&) + ... (26)

Here the equation of motion has been taken into consideration. (For simplicity, we
neglect in (26) the contributions of the current quark masses.) Since at large Nc pa-
rameters h and A/o behave8 as h ~ JVC>/2 and A/| ~ N~\ then it follows from (26) that
contribution of the rf in Q behaves like ~ N~i/2, whereas the right behavior of Q is ~ 1.
This result may be generalised to the whole Q, considered without the decomposition.

'These properties, as well as F ~ F° ~ N*/2, may be easily established comparing
propagators of the corresponding currents in QCD and in the effective theory.

Fortunately, it is clear how to remove the discrepancy. It is enough to introduce
another singlet field, rf, which is gluonic in its origin. The corresponding generalisation
of CCJI may be performed by the analogy with previous case. One must take into account
only that rf3 is a complete singlet, i.e. it undergoes no chiral transformation, including
U(1)M. SO, to introduce i]G one has to include the dependence on if1 and its derivatives
into the invariant potentials i>ii2 and £,-„;, and to include, also, the necessary kinetic
terms into £(0). The latter now has the form

r°Q),f

HQ V0 + (27)

Here q is a very new parameter describing the mixing between if and if'. If if' is really
a glueball, then q behaves as q ~ N~1/2 at. large /Vc. The other new parameters in (27)
behaves as He ~ A'J"1'2, A/£ ~ 1. So, the generalised formula for the gluonic current

Q = h(M2 + Hcq)(t)0 + F°e) (28)

now reproduces the correct behavior at large Ar
c.

Then, one can make the next step and introduce into the effective theory another
extra singlet state. The origin of this extra state may be connected with excitation over
7/0, either it is the quarkic excitation or the gluonic one. (The latter, usually, is cnlled
as hybrid.) In what follows, we shall reserve for this extra singlet state the symbol fj°.
The corresponding generalisation of (27) is clear. The difference between both extra
singlet fields, rf and rf, may be revealed studying the behavior at large /Vc of their
several contributions. For example, the parameter q, describing the mixture between
n° and if, has a behavior q ~ N'1 (since qF° ~ N~1/2 for quarkic states), whereas
q ~ A^"1'2. In principle, the analysis of large-/Vc behavior permits to distinguish these
states unambiguously. However, taken alone, this method seems not too promising to
obtain some strong results which may be useful in the practice. Therefore, it is extremely
important to find another physical condition, which will be useful to recognise the typical
features in dependence of £,-„, and vi# on if" and ff. Elaborate this way is topic of the
next section.

4 The self-consistency condition
Remember, in previous section we have obtained in the framework of QCD-inspired
consideration the exact expression for the constant F°, describing 11(1)̂  transformation
properties of the singlet quarkic interpolating field rf. The similar expression must
be obtained in the framework of the effective theory. With this purpose let us, again,
consider case when rf alone is introduced as an extra singlet state. Let in this case the
invariant potential v2 has the power decomposition

(29)

10



Here 6° is a massless parameter, A0 = \/2/3 is the numerical factor, dots stands for the
higher order terms. In view of (29), the power decomposition of the singlet PS quark
current is (its definition and explicit form see below, \v. (33))

J° =<u«>0(l+60)r,7F0+... (30)

Here the equality BF2 = - <««>„ has been taken into consideration.
Formula (30) allows one to look at F° as on the constant which connects the canon-

ically normalized interpolating field ,f with the singlet PS quark current. (This very
point of view has been admitted in [5].) However, F° extracted from (30) does not
coincide with (15), unless parameter 6° is equal to zero,

6° = 0. (3D

Relation (31) represents the simplest manifestation of the self-consistency condi-
tion. Actually, it follows from rather more general consideration. To determine the
self-consistency condition in its most general form let us investigate more carefully tin-
properties of both scalar and pseudoscalar quark currents in the chiral effective theory.
Their definitions and the explicit expressions at order p2 are the follows (a = 0 ,1 , . . . S).

sc%i&s° = 7-. BF1 tr( y (i-;s* + i*s)
SCy,/SP° = V- OF2 tr( A°(iv& - ii*

(32)

(33)

The exception property of these currents is that they are independent on the sources S"
and P', which generate these currents themselves. Due to this very property and the
equality H'QCO = l^s// one can establish the next relation between the matrix elements
in QCD and in the effective theory:

< a|J<" . . . J°" . . . j r t m | b > , „ = < o | J " . . . J - ' . . . Jl"•- \b >tj! . (31)

(To derive (34) one must take the variational derivatives of the equality WQCD = W'«//
with respect to 5" and P" and apply the reduction formulae.) The l.h.s. and r.h.s.
of (34) are made up from the identical sets of operators J", Jf and J", Jg. The
state vectors mean the vacuum state or any other (multiparticle) states made up from
n, A", 77, rj'. We assume in QCD these states form a closed subspace of states in the sense
of the low-energies.

Relation (34) means that up to and including order p2 of the chiral expansion one
can establish the one-to-one correspondence between operators J a , Jf, acting in QCD
in the indicated above space of states, and operators J°, Ji, determined in the effective
theory. Consequently, both sets of operators, considered at the fixed sources (fixed
external fields), must have the identical chiral-symmetry properties. In other words,
they must satisfy the one and the same permutation relations with the corresponding
generators of the chiral symmetry. Notice, it is crucial here that an arbitrary number
of operators of the kind is permitted in (34). For instance, it would not true for the
topological charge density Q and the gluonic current Q, since the latter depends on the
source 0 which generates the current Q itself (however, a single insertion of Q and Q
into relation (34) is possible).

11

In case of the chiral subgroup SU(3)Z,XSU(3)KXU(1)V the abov(> symmetrical condi-
tion imposes no restriction on the scalar and pseudoscalar quark currents in the eifectivc
theory, since in this case the effective-theory Noether currents coincide with the corre-
sponding vector or axial-vector quark currents, like they do in QCD. However, in case
of 11(1),* the Noether current in the effective theory cannot be expressed in terms of
any current which can be connected with the external fields. Therefore, the symmetrical
requirement may lead in this case to a nontrivial result. In reality it. is this is happened.
To show it let us consider the infinitesimal transformations of currents J", Jg which
follow the symmetrical condition.

<5J° = -\°8J? (35)

Taking into consideration the explicit, expressions (32). (33) and the property ST =
i\a&ui% S, one can deduce that the transformations (35) may be fulfilled only when t>2 is
not changed under the transformation. At the fixed external fields the latter may take
place only when i'2 does not depend on the field rf and its derivatives. Therefore, v2 is
either a constant or a function on V,,0 alone. This very result is the very self-consistency
condition. It may be obtained, also, from the analysis of permutation relations between
J", Ji a"d the generator of U(l).4 rotation (see Appendix.)

The above result allows one to establish an important, corollary concerning the char-
acter of dependence of the chiral effective lagrangian on any other singlet interpolating
field 77", which also may be involved into the effective theory (we do not distinguish here
the nature of this extra state and mark it by 'neutral' index K). The idea is to search
that the dependence on 7;0 will not appear in the potential t>2 after 7/* is integrated out.
In what follows, we shall distinguish two cases, one which when potential v% involves the
dependence on rf1 and another one when do not. In the first case, after 7;" was integrated
out, the dependence on if in the potential v2 would not appear only if there was not
any interaction between if and if in the singlet-field lagrangian £10'. In particular, the
mixing interaction between rf and 17" is suppressed in this case. It is easy to proof this
result. Indeed, since in the case rf does not contribute at order p° into the equation of
motion for n", then it would not contribute into potential u2 in this very ordei. This
observation proofs the result. In the second case, when v2 involves no dependence on
T/", lagrangian £(0) may well contain any interaction between T/° and 7/", including the
mixing-type interaction. Moreover, in view of the Weinberg 'theorem' [7], since there is
a possibility for the interaction, then it should be present without fail.

Thus, we have two quite different possibilities to introduce extra singlet state into the
effective theory. This fact puts us into an idea that each case maybe correspond to some
specific kind of the singlet state. To clear up this question, let us look at the theory when
the current quark masses and the external fields are switched off. Under this specific
condition £lmo") in (16) disappears, and the octet states, whose interpolating fields are
collected in the matrix U, become the Goldstone bosons. Then, the term £l t i n ' alone
describes the interaction among the octet states themselves and, through the potential
i>i, their interaction with the extra singlet states if and 77*.B Both these states under the

6It must be emphasised, that considering the limit of the massless quarks we do not
consider the limit of the low energies, i.e. the p2-approximation remains in force.
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condition remain massive. Now, let us consider the first case, when ?/" has no interaction
with i)° in £(0). This property means that ij* cannot interact with rf (read, with any
massive state) unless it emits, according to the structure of £'*'"', some number of
the massless particles (Goldstone bosons). This very property is an essential one for
an excited state, since, when there is not mass gap, the strong interacting massless
particles should necessary be emitted if the excited state was affected by some another
strong interacting particle. (In other words, in the limit of massless quarks any excited
state cannot contribute into scattering process without the emission of the Goldstono
bosons.) This very property is rather the general physical condition. Certainly, one
should obtain it in the exact QCD, if one knew how to describe the excitation states in
the exact theory.

So, most probably, ;/" is an excited state in case when »/" has not interaction with
rf in the limit of the massless quarks. If its large-iVc behavior is that like quarkir
states have, then rf is an excitation over if. In the second case rf and n" can well
interact with each other without the emission of the Goldstone bosons. This picture of
interaction is typical for non-excited states. Therefore, in this case IJ" is aglucball (if it
has the corresponding behavior at large Nc). Now, we can switch on the current quark
masses. Then the excited states somewhat lose their exact property, considered above.
Nevertheless, their nature will not be lost. Therefore, the above classification remains
in force.

The results of the above discussion are collected in the Table,

The type of the
extra singlet state

Ground state
(glueball, rf)

Excited state
(//"-excitation, if)

contributes
into i»2in£(mo">

no

yes

interacts (mixes)
with rf in £<°>

yes

no

In addition to the Table, one should point out that interaction (mixing) between tjG and
if is suppressed in £(0>, as well.

5 The mixing
The results of previous section allow one to determine unambiguously the picture of
mixing among the singlet states. Indeed, we have obtained that in the limit of the
massless quarks there is not mixing between fj° and any other state, whereas the mixing
between rf and rf is present. In case when current quark masses are switched on,
there appears the mixing between ij° and rf and, also, with if, if mu = ma ^ m,,
whereas additional mixing of rf with anything does not appear. Such behavior implies
the certain structure of the mixing. It is expressed, for example, in the property that
rf mixes with rf and rf through the intermediate mixing with rf only. Our task here
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is to investigate this structure, paying the main attention to classification of the mixing
angles by order of their magnitude.

At first, let us consider case when only 7/° and if are involved as extra singlet states.
Then, in view of (16), (20) and (27), the squared mass matrix in the basis ;/8 - n° - r/c

has the form (we assume mu = mj ^ m,)

M2 = (36)

Here r = F/F°,

PK - Ml), , a=^/,(A/J-A/J.), (37)
and M, and A/A- are the pion and kaon masses. The zero value (M2)f: = 0 and absence
of M, and ^-contributions into (M2ftt are the consequences of independence of the
potential u2 on rf. Matrix M2 may be diagonolized by the orthogonal rotation matrix

—C\S3 — SiS2C3

s2 c2s3

(38)
— .1jS2S3

where c, = cos 0,, s, = sin 0,. The meaning of the angles 0, follows the notation 0, = 0
°2 = "«-0> °3 = 0,-c- The indexes j and n ran the values j = 8,0, G, n =ii,r]',if', where
Th n\ V°' are the real states from the spectrum of the theory.

It is not too difficult to show that angles 0, are connected with the parameters of the
matrix M1 by the equations (t,- = tan0,):

(39)

(40)

(41)U -
3 ~

Here in each case the second equality displays the leading term of the combined decom-
position in the large Nc and in the chiral expansion. Remember, Ml ~ p2, M% ~ p2,
and Ml ~ N~\ Ml ~ 1. From these behaviors one may deduce M2 = O(p2),
M2, = O(p2, AT.-1), M2

G, = 0(1). Further, it will be convenient to introduce the common
parameter of the expansion, e, which in its order of magnitude coincides with O(p) and
with some power of N'1, that is

£ ~ O(p) a O(N~a), a>0. (42)

Actually, one should put a > 1/2, since otherwise one could not consider rf to be a
heavy state with respect to the pions and kaons. Apparently, the most preferable value
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is Q ~ 1, since in this case the mass scale hierarchy A/2 ~ £2 A/2. ~ s, Af2
a, ~ I is

realised, which is quite similar to that which takes place in the reality. Indeed, putting
a ~ i ln (A/2

C/Af2) /In (A/,2O/A/2,), which coincides with (42), one obtains a = 0.9-1.1
in the wide region of A/2C1 = (1.5GeV)2-(1.9GeV)2. With this very value of a and
(39)-(41), we have the next hierarchy of the mixing angles:

0,~s'/2, Ot~£, 03~£5/2. (43)

Thus, the most, significant angle is 0\, which describes the if — if mixing. Next is
02, describing the rf - ;j0 mixing. Note, both these angles have rather close behavior
in the scale £. However, the third angle 03 turns out. to be negligible in the loading
approximation.

Quite different picture is obtained in case when if is involved instead of rf. In this
case the angles behave as

0,~£ 2 , 02~s, 0-, ~ £ 2 . (44)

Notice, that, deriving (44) we have neglected contribution of the excited state rf which, in
the reality, (almost) ideally mixes with if. However, at the very end of the calculation
this effect results only in the necessity to replace if to ff, where ijs is the 'strange'
component of i~f and if. The 'normal' component ij* affects quite weakly the mixing
due to the fact that mu,nij <C m,. (Detailed discussion of this property is the topic of
a separate paper.)

Now let us consider the most interesting case, when if and if are both introduced
into the effective theory. (Again, we shall neglect ^-contribution, taking in mind that
its presence results in the necessity to replace if to if* and to perform rather minor
modifications in the subsequent formulas.) In this case the squared mass matrix in the
basis rf - if - r]a - if has the form

M2

b°a b°rd2 0

b°a

l°rd0
0

•'? /

(15)

Here M2 is given in (36) and parameter 6° describes the contribution of if into the
potential t»2 (by the analogy with (29)). The presence of the zeroes in (45) is the
reflection of the property that there is not direct mixing between rf and if.

The diagonalisation of the matrix M2 may be performed by two steps. At first, one
may diagonalise the block M2:

SM2

(46)
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Here Ml = diag(A/2, A/2
2, A/J), and

SM2, = [47)

In (47) we have neglected the 11- and d-quark contributions as compared with the .s- ones
(then A/2 = 2 A/£), and put r = 1 in the leading order of the large Ar,.. Also, we have
introduced the usual notation: V"n = —\J'2/'i O\ + J\/'iO°. The rest, diagonalisation
may be performed by transformation:

M% • SMI

{SM%F 7 All / v -a'

\<TTM2
o-A$aT+(SMl)T-<rT&Mlar

(48)

Here the transformation matrix approaches the orthogonal one if <r = 0(p2). Matrix
fyljio would be diagonal in p2-approxim;ttion if

M%a-aM^+SM% = 0.

From (49) and (47) one may obtain

A/?

(49)

(50)

In view of M2 ~ p2, Af~o ~ 1, one can deduce from (50) that <rn are really of onier p2.
So, up to and including order p2 the total mixing matrix is representable as

n, = o
(51)

Each <7n in (51), considered at order p2, may be understood as the angle describing
the mixing between if and rf,rf,rf. Owing to 6° ~ O(N°), (38) and (43) one may
deduce that

<U~»,~e a . «Ua~«V~e*. «U ~ *,« ~ ̂ '2- (52)
Here the first two relations coincide completely with (44). The latter relation means that
the rf — if mixing has the same order of magnitude as the rf — rf mixing has. Thus
the only mixing angles survived in the leading order are the 0\ = 0ra, and 62 = 0o_t.
The next-to-leading order involves the angles 8t_6 and 0^, and, then, 0,_c and 0O.5.
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At the end, let us note that there is one exceptional case when the above general
picture may fail. It is the case when the denominator in (50) turned out to be small.
Such situation may occur only when n takes the meaning of if", since only in this case
Ml behaves as 0(1), as well as A/p,. When this very situation really takes place, then
the above picture may become not adequate at the real (phenomenological) value of ;,
which is about 0.3-0.5 (however, it remains true in the limit s -» 0). So, in this case one
must reconsider the above analysis without approximate calculations (48)-(51). Due to
the 'play of numbers', one may obtain, in principal, any value of angle 0 ^ , depending
on the phcnomenological value of M~p - M*a- Notice, in the reality, it seems this very
situation is realised in the system of states r/( 1-120) and ;/(1490). However, to make the
certain conclusion one needs to carry out the special investigation.

6 Radiative decays

According to the wide spread opinion, the radiative decays are the best tool for the
phenomenological determination of the mixing angles between the isosinglet PS sfcatrs.
Usually, with this purpose the well-known PCAC formulae are attracted (sometimes, the
higher-order corrections in the chiral expansion are taken into consideration in their.).
However, as it was recently shown [5], the straightforward generalisation of the PCAC
formula for TT -* 77 to rf -> 77 is inconsistent with the renormalization group, and
therefore incorrect in principle. The right formula for if -*• 77 involves a new 'decay'
constant (F°) instead of the usual decay constant (F) and, which is the most important,
an additional proper vortex, describing the coupling of the 'glue' component of tf to
photons.

This right formula was obtained in [5] in the framework of the Zumino effective action
in the limit of the low energies and momenta (PCAC approximation). Nevertheless, the
derivation had entailed rather cumbersome calculations. Moreover, it remained to be
not quite understood the exact meaning of that very term "glue component of 1;'" (Rcf.
[5] by tf implied the pure singlet quarkic state, i.e. the if in our notations). Therefore, it.
is important to reproduce results of {5] in the approach of the chiral effective lagrangian,
and try to clear up the meaning of the additional proper vertex.

The first part of the result of [5], concerning the new 'decay' constant in the right
formula, is reproduced rather trivially in the chiral effective theory. To do that one
has to attract the WZW term, which is present in the action of the effective theory in
the next-to-leading order of the chiral expansion. The only peculiarity, which one has
to take into consideration, is that the interpolating field if must be involved into the
nonet-field matrix S like it has been done in (21), i.e. with the normalization on the
constant F° instead of the usual decay constant F. The second statement, concerning
the additional proper vertex, may be reproduced, too. To this aim, let us remember
the Weinberg 'theorem' [7] and involve into the chiral effective lagrangian at order p4

an additional term, invariant with respect to the chiral symmetry, parity and charge
conjugation,

C% = ... + Cwzw + v3 • \e^ tr < FfF? + , (53)
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Here dots stand for the irrelevant for our discussion terms and the last term is the very
additional one. The quantity v3 is the invariant potential with negative P- and positive
C-parity. So, the total parity of the additional term is correct. It is easy to sec that
the additional term, as a whole, is invariant with respect to the QCD renormalization
group, since potential v3 depends on only the RG invariant variables, i'3 = t>3(»;° +
F 0 © . ^ ? 0 , ^ , 7)

G,...). Moreover, in accordance with the discussion in section 2, the
renormalized lagrangian of QCD did not involve a counterterm (chiral-invariant, positive
parity) which was of the normal dimension 4 and of the kind of the additional term in
(53). So, there is not such counterterm in the chiral effective theory. Therefore, the
additional term in (53) is actually RG invariant. Nevertheless, it is able to describe some
not RG invariant Green functions, since this term involves through VM0 the dependence
on the not RG invariant low-energy constant h. Thus, for example, the Green function
of the topological charge density and two photons, which is not invariant, under RG, may
be described by this term (for the discussion of the RG properties of this very Green
function see in [4] and references therein).

It is easy to recognise the connection of the additional term in (53) with the amplitude
of the decay if -> 77. Indeed, the power decomposition of the potential 1J3 is

"3 = 90(r)v+ F"0) + gorf- + g6if + ... (54)

Substituting (54) into (53) and extracting the term involving two photons, one may
immediately conclude the ga is that very proper vertex, which was obtained in [5].
Nevertheless, it is obvious, that there are not too serious reasons to attribute #„ certainly
to the coupling of a 'glue' component of if to photons. Rather, it may be connected
through the 'sum rule', which follows the U(l),, symmetry (the term g0F°Q in (84)),
with some finite part of the Green function describing the density of the topological
charge and two photons (more generally, the whole combination of the external fields in
(53)).

Due to this 'sum rule' one may conclude that g0 ~ N^"1 at large Nc, so that
SQF0 ~ 1, as well as gc does. Therefore, the additional proper vertex contributes into
the amplitude of the decay if -)• 77 in the next-to-leading order. This property has
been pointed out in [5]. However, Ref. [5] did not consider the mixing phenomenon.
If one takes it into account, then one concludes that in the same very order the ;/8

state contributes into the amplitude of the decay, too. Indeed, the complete amplitude
involves the common factor:

= NlJ2 (2%/2 s2 + rclC2 + N-l'\Clc2 + N?l2gaSic2 + ...) (55)

(we omit some coefficient in front of the third and fourth terms which is irrelevant for the
subsequent discussion.) The dots in (55) stands for non-significant if contribution, s,-
and c; ate taken from (38). Owing to the results of the previous section, we conclude Vhat
in (55) the leading term is the second one. It describes the ij° contribution going from
the WZW term, and has a behavior ~ 1. The first term describes the rf contribution
and its behavior is ~ p2Nc. The third and the fourth terms both behaves as ~ A'"1 and
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they originates from the additional term in (53). In the scale s, both latter two terms
and the first term have the equal behavior ~ £. Therefore, they must be considered in
the equal rights in the next-to-leading approximation. (Thus, not only the proper vertex
ga, but also the proper vertex ga contribute into the amplitude in the same order, but
through the mixing only.) Note, in addition, that, contribution of if turns out to be of
order p2N~l ~ £3, which is negligible with respect to the above contributions. In case
of the decay IJ -> 77 the additional term in (53) contributes into the analogous formula
starting at order p2, i.e. at the same very order in which the usual corrections from
p^-order chiral lagrangian appear (mainly through the replacing of F to FB).

The behavior of the several contributions, described above, leads to necessity to
reconsider the phcnomenological results on the i) — 1/ mixing, extracted from the oata
rf —> 77. However, the discussion of this question lies beyond the scope of the present
paper. Other phenomcnological implications connected with presence of the additional
proper vertex have been considered in [5].

7 Summary and discussion
: most striking result of the present paper is that it found the model-independent
to separate and to restrict in the chir.tl effective lagrangian the contributions of

The
way to separate
the ground-state PS glueball and the excitation over the lowest singlet qarkic state >/'.
Besides, it. found the additional restriction of the contributions of rf. Previously surh
restriction was known only following the U( 1 ).4 symmetry. The present paper, moreover,
proposed the self-consistency condition, based on the correspondence rule between the
QCD and the effective theory, which is valid at the low energies and has rather the
dynamical origin. Taken together with the QCD-inspired renormalization group (which
actually affects the contributions only of the external fields) the above conditions allows
one to formulate the certain structure of the chiral effective lagrangian of order p2,
describing //-meson, its excitation, and the PS glueball.

Knowing the lagrangian one can deduce its phenomenological consequences. The
most important one concerns the mixing among the singlet states. Present paper inves-
tigates the problem in most general form, taking into consideration only the structure of
the lagrangian, and the large-Nc considerations. The result was presented in form of the
hierarchy of the mixing angles in order of their magnitude. The main mixing is proved
to be between the rf and the lowest gluonic state rf. Then, in order of decreasing
significance follow trie mixing between if and rf (the n — rf mixing), then if —if and
J?8 - if, and, at the end, rf - rf and rf -rf (see formulae (43) and (52)). Note, the
latter mixing (rf — if) may be enhanced if the lagrangian masses of rf and if turn out
to be close. (Strictly speaking, the contribution of if should be taken into consideration,
as well, in the above analysis. However, it results only in necessity to replace rf to r)s.
The rjN decouples from the mixing in view of >nUj(j « m,.)

Some remarks one should put in here, concerning the mixing with the other singlet
states in the PS channel. At first, let us remember that we have not distinguished in the
above analysis the quark-type excitation over n° and the gluonic-type one, since they
contribute into the mixing picture in the equal rights. (The latter, most probably, may
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be understood as a singlet hybrid.) At the same time, both them can mix with each
other only through the mass-term cSma"i and, therefore, their mutual mixing turns out
to be of order i2, like rf— rf and rf — rf. In the contrast, the excitation over the gluonir
state, if, cannot contribute into £(mo"), since the ground-state rf' does not contribute
into £("""*). So, rf decouples from the mixing at all. However, it can well interact
with any singlet particles through the lagrangian term £'*'"'. Concerning the singlet
multiquark states, their nature seems too vague and we do not know strong restrictions
of their contributions in the chiral effective lagrangian (of course, except the property
that either they contribute into £(ma">, or they have interaction with ;/° or rf in £ (0 ').

Another phenomenological consequence considered in detail in present paper con-
cerns the radiative decay rf —> 77. Here we have reproduced the results of recent work
[5], which states that the right formula for the amplitude of the decay must involve
some special 'decay' constant, instead of the usual one, and an additional proper vertex,
describing the coupling of the 'glue' component of rf to photons. However, we propose
another interpretation for the proper vertex. Moreover, we find that owing to the mixing
phenomena it has more complicated structure, then [5] has proposed, and that its con-
tribution into the amplitude of the decay turns out to be of the same order of magnitude
as the contribution of n-meson. The latter property means that in the usual way it is
impossible to extract any information on the r; — rf mixing from the data rf —> 77.

Deriving other applications is the task for further investigations which will be per-
formed in the forthcoming papers.
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Appendix
The permutation relations between the scz'ar and pseudoscalar currents and the gener-
ator of 11(1)̂  rotation have the form

[Ol, J°] = i \°Ji, [ Of, Ji) = - i X°J\ (A.I)

Here a = 0 ,1 , . . . 8, and O° is the generator of 11(1)̂  rotation. According to the standard
prescription O° equals the spatial integral over the temporal component of the Noether
current O°5. Owing to (32) and (33), both relations in (A.I) are equivalent to the single
relation

[0», v^0"-/^] = A V W ^ . (A.2)

In view of (24) the temporal component of Qj5 coincides, up to a factor, with the
canonical momentum, conjugated to 770. From this fact and in view of the canonical
permutation relation for rf, one can obtain

(A.3)
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Here the second relation follows the first, one, n runs over the spatial dimensions, it =
1,2,3. Thanks to (A.3), one can write the permutation relation for arbitrary operator
$, admitting a power decomposition:

Here FQ is an unknown operator satisfying the condition ^o(O) = 0. In general case, it.
arises because of the commutator between O° and do']0 in $. (In case of need, one can
involve into (A.4) the additional terms describing the dependence of $ on the higher
derivatives on i;°.) Applying (A.4) to (A.2) one gets the equation on vt,

Since i>2 is an invariant function, the equation on ('2 must be Lorentz-invariant. A|>-
plying this requirement to (A.5) one immediately concludes that satisfy it only possible
if dv2/0t)° = 0 and dv3/d{dHv°) = 0-
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